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This invention relates to railway equipment and 
it: hasi, particular reference to certain new ... andº: 
useful improvements in clamps for guard, rails. . . . 
The principal. objects of the invention are: to: 

provide in a guard rail clamp: means for posi 
tively holding the guard rail against., accidental 
displacement yet allowing: for normal contraction. 
and expansion of the adjacent traffic.rail; means. 
adapted to yield to oscillative movements of the 
clamp proper as caused by the contractive: and 10: 
expansive-movements of the traffic rail; means: for: 
maintaining at minimum cost and labor, prede-- 
termined spacing between the traffic rail and at 
tendant guard rail to compensate for flange:wear. 
and likelihood of damage to the points: of the 
switch frog on the opposite side of the track, and, 
as a means providing, at once, a rerailing frog, 
a protection against dragging brake rods and rig 
ging, a guard against damage to. crossing Vehicle: 
tires and for the general improvement in appear 
ance, the invention affords inclined housings em 
bracing all projecting elements of theassembly. 
Other objects of the invention; reside in pro 

viding a guard rail clamp whose adjustability. 
results in avoiding the necessity of replacing the. 
guard rail with a new one when worn, and fur 
ther, by virtue of its peculiar construction; the 
invention enables the guard rail to be installed:. 
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on curves in the traffic.rails: without...requiring', 
that the guard rail be correspondingly, bent. 30. 
Moreover, all adjustments: minute: or otherwise, 
may be efficiently, and quickly made by a single: 
workman without dislocating the guard rail:. . . 
With the foregoing objects, as paramount, the: i. 

invention has further reference: to certain feat. 
tures of accomplishment which will become apri. 
parent as the description proceeds, taken in. Con 
nection with the accompanying: drawing wherein:". 
Figure 1 is a plan view of à section of traffic 

the present invention. - - - , a ... . . - . . . . 

Figure 2 is a view.in transverse section, takeni 
on line-2-2 on Figure 1. . . - - ;?? ? 
Figure 3 is a longitudinal sectional view; taken: 

online 3-3 on Figure 1. - 

rail with the guard rail attached by means of 40. 

of the traffic railbroken away. . . . . 
Figure 5 is a detail view of one of the turn-out, 

filler blocks, and . . . . . . . 3 . . . . . . 
Figure 6 is a fragmentary. perspective view of 50. 

the traffic andguard-rails, showing'appurtenances': 
including rerailment frogs, equipment guards,and : 
housings. S SAS eAeSASA S GS SSSeeSSS SSA SASMS S0S SSS 
Continuing with a more detailed, description of i 
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?? ure.1 wherein numeral f0’denotesia length of traf 
fic rail- to which is; attached: the guard rail f. 
The invention includes the elements shown by which the guard rail leis adjustably: held inspar 

... allel relationship with the traffic rail. 0 in Such 
manner that nointendedly permanent parts; such 
as spikes, are required to be removed to effect. 
adjustment or "replacement. These "elements con 
sist primarily of aXcurved, C-shapedyoke i f2 whose 
body lies. beneath, and spans the rails: 0 and f: 
and whose: inwardly turned ends confront, the 
outer flange faces of these rails. One end of the 
yoke, f2 is obliquely cut at a (Figure 1). and bears 
against a correspondingly inclined: surface of a . 
wedge key f3; interposed: between the end a of the 
yoke and the flange of the guard rail. ff. 
The opposite end of the yoke 2 is curved at b 

in a plane at right angles to the longitudinal axis 
of the yoke body and lies in a correspondingly 
curved socket or recess: formed in the face of 
a take-up: block: 4; interposed between this end. 
of the yoke: 2; and-the- outer face of the flange 
of the traffic rail O. 

It is apparent from the foregoing that creeping 
of the traffic rail as a result, of expansion and 
contraction in hot and cold weather or by vibra 
tion will be compensated: for; in view of the pro 
vision for limited oscillation at the point b, which 
is, in effect, a pivotal point, allowing: the end of 
the yoke adjacent the traffic rail to move. with 
the railwhile the opposite end remains stationary, 
with the result that the guard rail - will be held 
against movement. . . . 
Lying between the traffic rail and guard: rail is 

a pair of complementary spacing blocks 5: whose 
confronting sides are: not only tapered at. c but 
are interlocking. by virtue: of the tongue and 
groovè di : (Figures 24 and 3). Obviously; the taper 
or wedge effect will increase.or decrease"the width: 
of the space between the rails upon movement in 
counter directions of the blocks f5, while the tongue and groove will preclude any possibility 
of relative vertical displacement of the blocks. 
Each of the blocks, 5 has a shank in the form 

45, of a continuous rod.6, the rods extending in par 
allel relationship: with the traffic rail loin. oppo 
site directions and are threaded at their ends. 
The ends of the rods. 6. extend through suitable 
apertures in turn out filler blocks 17, interposed 
between the traffic rail:0:and the turned out ends: 
of the guard-rail; as ShoWin: 
The turnout filler. blocks. 7, one of which is . 

shown in detailiniFigure;5, each consist of a body 
shaped to conform to the space between the rails 

the drawing, reference is primarily made to Fig 55 at the turn-out, and having a transverse flange 8 

  



2 
beneath the outer or wide end, apertured at 9 
(Figure 5) to receive the threaded end of a rod 
6. The opposite or narrow ends of the blocks 7 

are transversely slotted at 20 to accommodate 
bolts 2, which extend from one to the other of 
the rails, holding the turn-out ends of the guard 
rail in strict parallelism. With the traffic rail. 

Returning to the guard rail clamp proper, it will 
be observed, especially in Figure 1 that the Wedge 
block 3 against which the oblique end a of the 
yoke 2 bears, is provided with an ear 22 adjacent 
the larger end thereof. This ear is apertured to 

O 

correspond with an opening in the bend of the . . . 
yoke and a bolt 23 is passed through the aperture 
and opening. A spring washer or compression 
Spring 24 (Figure 1) is placed over the end of the 
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bolt and a nut 25 bears on the spring thereby 
holding the yoke and block 3 insecure relation 
ship, yet allowing for a limited degree of move 
ment under tension. A lock washer 26 is also 

6 of the spacer blocks 5 in advance of the nuts 
2. thereon. - . . 
One of the spacer blocks 5, as apparent in 

Figures 2 and 3, is provided with downwardly de 
pending lugs 28 which straddle the yoke 2 inter 
mediate its ends. These lugs maintains assem 
bled relationship of the blocks and yoke, prevent 
ing dislocation of the latter yet allowing for 
relative sliding movement of . One of the wedge 
blocks. 5, for the purpose to be made manifest in 
the description of operation to follow presently. 
In operation, the guard rail is arranged in 

parallel relationship with the traffic rail 0 and 
the yoke f2 is passed transversely under the rails 
With its ends in confronting relation to the outer 
faces of the rail flanges. The pivot block 4 is set 
in position with the arcuate end of the yoke rest 
ing in the conformably shaped recess therein. 
The wedge block 3 is thrust between the oblique. 
end of the yoke and the flange of the guard rails 
and the bolt 23 is passed through the apertures of: 

f6 extending towards the ends of the guard rail. 
The turn-out blocks 7 are then placed between 

the turn-outs and the traffic rail so that the 
shanks 6 will pass through the apertures 9 in-the 
blocks T. When the turn-out blocks are so posi-. 
tioned as to properly space, the rails, nuts. 27 are: 
set and the wedge block or key 3 is tightened by 
drawing up the bolt 23. Afterwards, the turn-out 
blocks are driven up tight and nuts, 27 are firmly 
thrust down upon the lock Washers. The Wedging 
action of all of the parts, that is, the wedge key 
3, Spacer blocks 5 and turn-out blocks 7, posi 

tively Secure the rails against accidental displace 
ment, although it is apparent that longitudinal 
movement of the traffic rail is still permitted by 
Virtue of the pivot block 4 without moving the 
guard rail. . 

Should it become necessary to move the guard 
rail closer to the traffic rail 10 to compensate 

20 
disposed. On the end of each of the shanks, or rods 
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for Wear. On the ball of the guard rail, the bolt . 
23 of the wedge key 3 is loosened as well as the 
nuts 27 of the shanks 6. The turn-out blocks are 
moved outward and the spacerblocks. 5 are ad 
justed by forcing the shanks 6 inwardly. When 70 
proper spacing of the rails is thus accomplished, 
the Wedge key 3 is thrust further under the end 
of the yoke 2 to take up the slack, after which ; 
the nut 25 is tightened on bolt 23. . . . 

It is apparent from the foregoing that all ad 75 
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justments and even the initial installation on 
guard rail replacements can be accomplished by 
a single trackman. With a track Wrench in but a 
short period of time. Moreover, a feature of in 
portance lies in the fact that unlike conventional 
types of guard rail clamps, the present invention 
enables a guard rail to be placed on a curve in 
the traffic rail by virtue of the special shape of 
the turn-out blockS ÎT. 

Also, minute spacing of the rails is possible by 
reason of the inclined conforming faces of the 
spacer blocks 5 and the positive means of Se 
curement thereof. 
Shown in Figure 6 is a rerailing frog 29 one of 

which is disposed at each end of the guard rail 
. This frog consists of a body of a length equal 

to the width between the rails to and if, one side 
of which is flush with the Wide end of the turn 
out blocks 1 and curves downwardly towards the 
opposite edge, thus presenting a Surface upon 
Which the flange of a derailed. Wheel may ride to 
resume its position on the ball of the traffic rail 
10. It will be observed that the end of the body 
29, next adjacent to the traffic rail is in no way 
secured to the rail, but is, in fact positioned so that 
the end of the guard rail will abut thereagainst. 
This arrangement provides for the usual expan 
sive and contractive movements of the traffic rail 
but prevents movement of the guard rail. It Will 
be observed that the outer end of the body 29 has 
a curved protuberance 30, rising into alignment 
with the turned-out end of the guard rail. This 
is not only a shield for the ends of the guard rail 
as an insurance against reversal of the trucks of a 
railway car, likely to result in serious Wrecks but 
also prevents displacement of a derailed wheel, 
once it rides upon the frog. Also, the frog lends 
materially to the appearance of the installation in 
city street and has the added utilitarian feature 
of protecting vehicle tires form injury on th 
otherwise sharp ends of the guard rail. 
In addition to the rerailing frog 29, the inven 

tion provides symmetrically shaped housings 3, 
one concealing the pivot end of the yoke 2 while 
the other, similarly shaped, covers the Wedged 
end of the yoke. The curved or inclined exteriors 
of these housings improves the appearance of the 
installation as well as protecting the tires of 
vehicles passing thereover. They are SO mounted 
as to be readily removed when adjustments in 
the spacing of the rails are needed and - add 
little to the cost of the assembly. - ” ??.?? ? 

Manifestly, the construction and process as 
shown and described is capable of some modi 
fication and such modification º as may be i con 
strued to fall within the scope and meaning of 
the appended claims is also considered to be 
Within the spirit and intent of the invention. 
What is claimed is: ? ----????? ??… -?????????????????? 
1. In combination with relatively parallel 

guard turnout and traffic rails, a guard-rail clamp 
including a C-yoke transversely under-lying Said 
rails, whose inwardly turned ends confront the 
outer web faces of said rails, one of Said ends 
being inclined with respect to the adjacent rail 
web and the other end arcuated, a wedge cooper 
atting with said inclined yoke end to-effect end- - 
wise displacement of said wedge, a pivot Space 
block interposed between the arcuated-end of 
said yoke and the adjacent rail web and hav 
ing a recess correspondingly receiving Said arcu-. 
ated end for limited oscillation, cooperative ex 
panding wedge blocks interposed between Said : 
rails intermediate the ends of said yoke: having 
oppositely extending shanks, turn-out-blocks on 

Ke 
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each side of said wedge blocks having wedging 
engagement between confronting sides of Said 
turnout and traffic rails and apertured to receive 
Said shanks and means on the ends of said Shanks 
for actuating Said wedge blockS. 

2. In combination with a traffic rail and a rela 
tively parallel guard rail, a guard rail clamp 
comprising a yoke underlying said rails in trans 
verse relationship and having in Wardly turned 
ends, means interposed between one of said ends 
and an adjacent rail web for changing the rela 
tive spacing of said rails, means between the 
Opposite end of Said yoke and the opposite rail 
web for retaining said yoke for limited oscillating 
movement, cooperating means intermediate said 
rails adjacent said yoke for imposing a wedging 
action on said rails, integral shanks carried by 
Said cooperating means and Spacing means. On 
each side of said cooperating means having wedg 
ing engagement with confronting sides of said 
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20 
traffic and guard rails and adapted to receive 
said shanks and through which relative Spacing 
of said rails is effected and maintained. 

3. A guard rail clamp including a C-shaped 
yoke, one end of which confronts the Outer Web 
face of Said guard rail, the other end confront 
ing the outer Web face of a relatively paralled traf 
fic rail, means for imposing a wedging action 
between one end of said yoke and an adjacent 
rail, means oscillatably retaining the opposite 
end of Said yoke against the companion rail, 
correspondingly inclined Wedge blocks inter 
posed between Said rails having oppositely ex 
tending shanks, turn-out blocks wedgingly held 
between confronting sides of said rails at the 
ends of said guard rail and receiving said shanks 
and means for effecting longitudinal movement 
of said shanks to effect displacement of Said turn 
out blocks, wedge blocks and yoke to change the 
relative spacing of said rails. 

4. In a guard rail clamp, a C-shaped member 
adapted to underlie a guard rail and a relatively 
parallel traffic rail, means to exert a wedging 
action between One end of Said yoke, and the 
outer face of an adjacent rail means holding one 
end of said yoke for limited oscillating movement 
to compensate for movement of said traffic rail, 
cooperating means intermediate said rails for 
imposing a wedging action thereon to compen 
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sate for variations in the relative spacing there- º 
of, shanks carried by and exteriding in opposite 

3 
directions from said latter means, and means 
also held in Wedging engagement with and in 
termediate said rails and Spaced from said coop 
erating means and adapted to receive said Shanks 
to effect actuation of Said cooperating means pre 
paratory to changing the relative spacing of said 
rails. - 

5. A guard rail clamp including in combina 
tion with a guard rail and traffic rail, means ad 
justably holding Said rails in spaced relationship 
for limited longitudinal displacement, wedge 
blocks intermediate said rails having coopera 
tively inclined confronting faces and provided 
with oppositely extending shanks, space blocks 
in wedging engagement between said rails at 
each end of Said guard rail and apertured to 
receive Said Shanks and means carried by the ends. 
of the latter for changing the relative positions 
of said wedge blocks preparatory to adjusting the 
relative spacing of said rails. 

6. A guard rail clamp including in combination 
with a guard rail and a traffic rail, means adjust 
ably holding said rails in spaced relationship, 
complementary wedge members interposed be 
tween said rails and having oppositely extending 
shanks, space blocks wedged between said guard 
and traffic rails and disposed on each side of said 
wedge members and through Which said shanks 
movably extend and means adjustably carried by 
the end of said shanks for changing the positions 
of Said wedge members in corresponding relation 
to changes effected in the relative positions of 
said yoke and space blocks preparatory to ad 
justing the relative spacing of Said rails. 

7. A guard rail clamp including in combination 
with a guard rail and the traffic rail to which it 
is attached, a C-yoke underlying Said rails a 
wedge interposed between one end of said yoke 
and an adjacent rail, the other end of Said yoke 
being in oscillatable engagement with the Com 
panion rail, cooperating wedge means intermedi 
ate said rails having threaded shanks, Space 
blocks Wedged between Said guard and traffic 
rails in opposing relationship with said Wedge 
means and receiving Said Shanks and means car 
ried by said shanks for displacing said Wedge 
means in corresponding relation to changes made 
in the positions of said yoke and Space blocks 
preparatory to varying the relative spacing of 
said rails. 
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